
 
 
 
 
 
 
Attn:  Mr/Ms Eca Sen 
 
Re: Urgent Appeal to take care/compensate jeopardised Australian small businesses 
including home sustainability assessors  
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
 
With great honor, I would like to state that I , Salikin Zilani  of  

 in New South Wales, am an assessor  
and a victim of this discontinuation of a possible successful program and initiative 
undertaken by Federal Government. I am happy to share that I am by myself a very 
much “Green Considerate” person and love everything goes Green for the betterment 
of us and our next generation. Following that, I have put the name of my business as “ 
Australian Environment & Home Protector”. 
 
In this message, I would like to address few issues that hampered me NOT ONLY 
financially BUT ALSO mentally distressed and pessimistic working for the “Lets Go 
Green” programs. 
 

• Initially,as part of Government’s energy efficiency program, I was in Home 
Insulation industry working for a Lane Cove based  Insulation company. 

• After working few months in insulation industry, I have taken the initiative in 
government’s wider environment efficiency program by undertaking ABSA 
accredited HSA training program and becoming a successful assessor. 

• I have put my own small business  and bought a car and started getting 
appointments for the business to run and so far the expense after this is about 
$5000 and in return I have not earned a single dollar yet. 

• I have lost my another job and still I am unemployed while I was chasing to 
make this program successful. 

• It made me financially broke and mentally upset and distressed. 
 
At the same time, I have made a nice draft for the better feasibility of this Going Green 
program and making government’s initiative successful. 
 
At this stage, I would like to see and am yearning all of my personal expenses get 
considered with great care with compensation in the first place. And surely, I would 
like to put the drafted project of mine to see it as a successful program while making 
the program implemented in successful manner. 
 
I leave my urgent appeal of compensation under your discreet intelligence and I 
believe the way I put the efforts to make the government alias lets go green program 



successful,you would do the same to address my serious issues carefully and 
considerably. 
 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
Salikin Zilani 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 




